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Here is my submission to the Proposed R.P.M.S. It is a personal submission but is also on behalf
of Trees for Bees.
Please note I am also sending an accompanying submission on behalf of Trees for Bees from Dr
Linda Newstrom-Lloyd, our scientist.
Yours faithfully,
Ross Little.

Submission to Regional Pest Management
Strategy 2017.
ROSS LITTLE / TREES for BEES.
1. Part and Page Number:
Part 2. 6.4. Plants to be managed under a sustained control programme.
Gorse p.52-54.
Rule 6.4.14:
The explanation given for this rule is to maintain the past investment by occupiers in establishing areas
clear of gorse within properties. There is also a desire in some quarters to “get tougher” with
gorse control for other reasons such as landscape values, and this was evident in the previous
R.P.M.S. submission process. However, with the benefit of hindsight, I ask whether it is within
the Regional Council’s mandate to deal with weeds on private property where there are no
spillover effects; the gorse plants provide significant benefits; or the landowner has not
requested assistance?
2. Support/Oppose: I oppose the inclusion of Rule 6.4.14 as it is proposed.
Reasons:
Elsewhere in the document, figures on compliance with gorse control rules reveal approx. 90% of
affected landowners were non-compliant. I suspect a large number of those were noncompliant with this “scattered plants” rule, rather than the boundary rules. Therefore, I ask,
does it work? I wish to raise five different situations where I believe this Rule is counterproductive.
1. Bee Nutrition.
Gorse flowers are highly beneficial for bee nutrition. Beekeepers have known the value of gorse
flowers to their hives for years but there has been little research done on how important this is.
I was asked to chair the Trees for Bees programme seven years ago, and we have been very
fortunate to have our dedicated scientist Dr Linda Newstrom-Lloyd providing the real input work
on a small budget. The “Trees for Bees” programme, supported by a number of Councils,
including E-Can and the Sustainable Farming Fund, has produced data on the nutritional value of
many species including natives, which is of international significance. is now in it’s seventh year.
Many species have been rigorously tested for the protein content of their pollen for bee
nutrition and the time of the year they flower. Our results have revealed gorse is very

important, as it is probably the best plant to provide good nutritious pollen for bees during the
“off-season”. Gorse flowers around or even during winter months when there is little else
available. Extending the season for the bees enables them to build up their hives earlier in the
spring and work later in the autumn. Further data on this from our project’s findings can be
provided if required.
We would like to see some provision for beekeepers to find sites where gorse is available. The
removal of this rule would simplify their needs, or if that submission is rejected, we would like to
see more effective provisions for Exclusions included in the Rule.
2. Unreasonable On-Farm Costs.
Since this rule was initiated, I have become aware of the impracticality it creates in hill and high
country, by requiring extra travelling around hill and high country properties to attend to
scattered bushes rather than all the gorse in the immediate vicinity, including regrowth and
larger patches. It may not make much difference where a helicopter is used for an initial spray,
but it is the essential following up on regrowth and scattered plants, often done with ground
control - that makes this Rule unreasonable. The extra costs and time can be substantial on
some big properties. A more workable option is to deal with a property’s gorse problem on the
basis of the location of the gorse, over two or three seasons when required.
3. Intractable Terrain.
There are large areas of intractable terrain where little else but gorse or broom will grow.
Spraying such areas, whether small patches or large, is not only a waste of time and money, but
can also exacerbate erosion problems.
4. Regenerating Indigenous Species.
Where native species occur in difficult terrain, e.g. remnant bush in gullies or on steep slopes,
and gorse or broom require control, it is hard to avoid accidental drift, which can kill indigenous
bushes and trees. Under suitable conditions, gorse and broom can also be useful as a cover crop
for regenerating natives.
5. Carbon Sequestration.
Finally, the development of carbon sequestration efforts to alleviate climate change threats
could also include scrubby weeds. While there are no financial rewards for landowners with
gorse and broom, it does pose a moral question when weighing costs and benefits: in the light
of ongoing research and evidence, should E-Can still be as concerned with controlling weeds for
production purposes on private land as we are about the global climate issue.
All these situations need to be provided for, if not by removing this Rule, then by adding
exclusions to it. The BioSecurity Act appears to provide the necessary power for the Regional

Pest Strategy to do this (S.13), and in the principles required to be considered under the Costs
and Benefits (S.72. (a) and (b).
Another alternative may be to provide a simplified exemption process, which is simplified and
publicised effectively.
Cost/Benefit Study:
I have looked through Simon Harris’ analysis and have found that significant costs and benefits of gorse
control (or not) as described above, do not appear to have been included in the calculations, the
indirect costs to beekeepers and those who benefit from healthy bees, or in the case of carbon
sequestration, under political considerations. I am aware of substantial land area being planted
for carbon credits (after a shaky start!), and much of it is hard country with gorse or broom
problems. There is information now available on this, and how we meet our climate change
obligations, and on the importance of gorse for bee nutrition.
There has been a colossal amount of money wasted on spraying gorse without the necessary follow-up
work. The incentive to control gorse (and broom) could be replaced by promoting awareness of
the serious costs of losing control of these weeds, using case studies and other work to
demonstrate best practice and effectively disseminating the results.
3. Decisions requested.
I seek the deletion of Rule 6.4.14, or if this submission is rejected, the addition of exclusions to
the Rule for the following:
a. Excluding where beehives are sited for nutrition during the months of April to August and
there is no risk of spillover effects for neighbours or from livestock dispersing seed.
b. Excluding farm properties where a farm gorse management plan exists.
c. Excluding sites where native regeneration is advantaged by the presence of gorse, or the risks
to indigenous species from spray drift is significant.
d. Excluding areas where the terrain makes land infested with gorse naturally unproductive
regardless of the weeds.
e. Excluding land areas infested with gorse which may have value for carbon sequestration,
including forestry.
I request the above submission requests to also apply to Rule 6.4. Broom, as the two weeds
are very similar in most aspects.
Another option to address our concerns could be to simplify the Exemption processes for the
situations submitted on above.

